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 1. Regenerative tourism meets design thinking

Regenerative tourism - what is it?

Design thinking - what is it?

Why are we here?

Framing the challenge

Values in tourism

Silences and empty seats around the table

Regenerative tourism x design thinking is the focus of this

module. We apply design thinking to regenerative tourism

principles and values to unleash a new way of working.

Topics include:

 2. Blind spots, blinkers and breaking free

Our human condition and the power of travel

The tourism system and its underpinning ideology

It's our worldview that makes the world

Towards intentional design of tourism

We take a step back to explore the big picture. We

investigate the blind spots, blinkers and assumptions that

shape our thinking and how we can break free. Adopting

an intentional design mindset requires understanding how

we got here. Otherwise, it's like organising our office in the

dark! Topics include:

 3. Tools of the trade

Discovery through an evidence safari

Analysis by sitting in the mess

Designing actions using creative thinking

Prototyping and experimenting

Evaluating change

Authentic storytelling for impact

Taking intentional design further, it's now time to explore

the toolkit and that helps us explore what regenerative

tourism might mean in your organisation, community or

destination. Topics include:

 4. Getting started and sitting in the mess

Creating the space

Designing the journey

Facilitating and holding space

Leveraging creative tension

Deep listening and empathy-building

The evidence safari

We take a deep dive into virtual design thinking

collaboration. Here, you'll get to see how the journey

unfolds and how it all fits together using Mural. Topics

include:

 5. The emerging future and the journey ahead

Making sense (abductive reasoning)

Prototyping and experimenting

Implementation

Your authentic story of impact

Leadership for the future

Following on from the previous module, learn to make

sense of our evidence safari, the basics of agile work

using prototyping, and appreciating the journey that lies

ahead. Topics include:

COURSE CONTENT

It's the future of tourism.

Regenerative.
Transformational.
Purpose-led.
Inclusive.

In addition to learning about regenerative tourism

and design thinking, this course develops skills in

mindfulness, deep listening, building nourishing

conversations, listening to and working with nature.

 Course Objectives

Learn about and develop skills in
design thinking.

Develop a plan of action to be the
change that you want to see.

Explore regenerative tourism 
 principles and practices.

Regenerative tourism is so much
more than sustainable tourism. 

It's a new way of working in tourism
where the economy, communities
and nature are equal stakeholders. 

It's a holistic approach to development,
where all stakeholders are welcomed.
There is mutual respect for all living and
non-living things, and the focus is on
building resillience and flourishing.

What is 
regenerative tourism?

New skills for life 

To uncover truly regenerative pathways to better

tourism we need new ways of working and new skills.  

This course activates a new mindset to activate the

change that you want to see and be.

http://www.thetourismcolab.com.au/

